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A BARTLETT CORRECTION FACTOR
FOR TESTS ON THE
COINTEGRATING RELATIONS
SØREN JOHANSEN
European University Institute
Likelihood ratio tests for restrictions on cointegrating vectors are asymptotically
x2 distributed+ For some values of the parameters this asymptotic distribution
does not give a good approximation to the finite sample distribution+ In this paper
we derive the Bartlett correction factor for the likelihood ratio test and show by
some simulation experiments that it can be a useful tool for making inference+
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we derive a Bartlett correction for tests on cointegrating relations
in the vector autoregressive model for the n-dimensional process Xt given by
DXt 5 a~b 'Xt21 1 r 'Dt ! 1 (
i51
k21
Gi DXt2i 1 Fdt 1 «t , t 5 1, + + + ,T, (1)
where «t are independent and identically distributed ~i+i+d+! Nn~0,V!, the initial
values are fixed, and dt ~nd 3 1! and Dt ~nD 3 1! are deterministic terms, such
as constant, linear term, etc+ The matrices a and b are ~n 3 r! and the matrices
G1, + + + ,Gk21, are ~n 3 n!, F ~n 3 nd !, and r ~nD 3 r!+ For the calculation of the
expectation in this paper we assume that Xt is I ~1!+ Conditions for this in terms
of the parameters are given in Johansen ~1996, Theorem 4+2!+
The likelihood ratio test for hypotheses on b has been treated in Johansen
and Juselius ~1990! and Ahn and Reinsel ~1990!, and it is known that it is as-
ymptotically x2 distributed, despite the fact that the asymptotic distribution of
the estimator is mixed Gaussian+ Finite sample distributions, however, are not
always well approximated by asymptotic distributions ~see, e+g+, to mention a
few of many studies of finite sample properties of tests of restrictions on b,
Fachin, 1997; Gredenhoff and Jacobson, 1998; Jacobson, Vredin, and Warne,
1998; and Haug, 1998!+
We derive here a correction term to the likelihood ratio test statistic for hy-
potheses on b with the purpose of improving the approximation to the asymp-
totic x2 distribution+ The correction is the so-called Bartlett correction ~see
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Bartlett, 1937!+ For a recent survey of the theory of this type of correction see
Cribari-Neto and Cordeiro ~1996!+ Briefly, the method consists of calculating
the expectation of the likelihood ratio ~LR! statistic in the form 22 log LR for
a given parameter point u under the null hypothesis+ Usually it is not possible
to do this explicitly, and one can instead find an approximation of the form
Eu @22 log LR# 5 fS1 1 B~u!T D1 O~T 2302 !,
where f is equal to the degrees of freedom for the test and B~u! shows how the
remaining parameters under the null hypothesis distort the mean and hence the
distribution of the test statistic+ The idea is that the quantity
22 log LR
1 1
B~ Zu!
T
has expectation f 1 OP~T 2302!, thus presumably a distribution that is closer to
the limit distribution+ Note that estimation of u gives an extra error that is ab-
sorbed into the term OP~T 2302!+ Lawley ~1956! proved that under assumptions
of i+i+d+ variables, the same correction improves not only the mean but all mo-
ments, thus giving a mathematical explanation of why the correction works so
well in practice+ No similar theorem has been proved in the case of I ~1! vari-
ables+ Still it is of interest to calculate the Bartlett correction to see how it
works in practice+
The model ~1! is characterized by dimension ~n!, cointegrating rank ~r!, lag
length ~k!, the number of deterministic terms restricted to the cointegrating space
~nD!, the number of unrestricted terms ~nd ! and finally of course the value of
all the parameters and the sample size ~T !+
The main result presented in Section 4 is that the Bartlett correction is a
function of the parameters through only two functions, and various combina-
tions of the preceding numbers+ We find, for instance, for the test for the
same restrictions on all cointegrating relations b, that is, b 5 Ht~H~n 3 s!!,
that f 5 r~n 2 s! and with m 5 n 1 s 2 r 1 1 1 2nD we get
B~u! 5 F 12 m 1 nd 1 knG1 1r @~n 2 2~r 1 1! 1 m!v~a! 1 2~c~a! 1 cd ~a!!# +
The coefficients v~a!, c~a!, and cd ~a! are given in Theorem 4, which follows+
It will be apparent from the examples and the simulations in Section 5 that
the influence of the parameters is crucial+ For some parameter values the usual
x2 approximation works well, whereas for others the correction factor is a use-
ful improvement+ Finally there are parameters points close to the boundary where
the order of integration or the number of cointegrating relations change, and
where the correction does not work well+
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The plan of the paper is first to establish in Section 2 that a number of hy-
potheses can be given a general formulation as tests in a reduced rank regres-
sion model+ In Section 3 an expansion is given of the estimators of this reduced
rank regression+ In Section 4 the main results on an expansion of the log like-
lihood ratio test and the Bartlett correction are given and the results specialized
to the models discussed in Section 2, and finally in Section 5 some simulation
experiments are conducted that show that the Bartlett correction is a useful ad-
dition to the usual asymptotic analysis+ The very long and tedious proofs are
given in an Appendix+
2. THE MODELS AND THE HYPOTHESES
We define in this section three models by restrictions on the cointegrating re-
lations+ All models can be analyzed by reduced rank regression ~for a detailed
analysis, see Johansen, 1996!+ The models allow deterministic terms of a suit-
ably simple type, covering many usual situations+ We show how correction terms
for the tests of each of the models can be calculated if we have the correction
term for a simple hypothesis+ We show for each of the models how to formu-
late the test of a simple hypothesis as a test in a reduced rank regression, such
that all the tests can be given the same uniform formulation+ We first define the
three models+
M0 Unrestricted Cointegrating Space+ The model is given by equation ~1!
with unrestricted parameters+
M1 Same Restriction on All Cointegrating Relations+ The model is defined
as a submodel of M0 by the same restrictions on all cointegrating relations+
This is expressed as
b 5 Ht,
where H is ~n 3 s! of rank s and known, r # s , n, and t is ~s 3 r! and
unknown+ The likelihood ratio test of M1 in M0 satisfies
22 log LR~M16M0 ! w & x2~r~n 2 s!!+
The restrictions on b can also be expressed as restrictions on ~b,r! in the form
SbrD 5 S H 0n3nD0nD3s InD Dt,
with t ~~s 1 nD! 3 r!+ One could also define a model by restricting simulta-
neously both b and r, but the present choice seems more relevant for the
applications+
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M2 Some Cointegrating Relations Known+ The model is defined by the
restrictions
SbrD 5 SSb1r1D,Sb20r20DD,
where the matrices b20 ~n 3 r2! of rank r2 and r20 ~nD 3 r2! are known and the
matrices b1 ~n 3 r1! and r1 ~nD 3 r1! are unknown ~r 5 r1 1 r2!, correspond-
ing to prespecified coefficients b20 and r20 in some of the cointegrating rela-
tions+ The likelihood ratio test of M2 in M0 satisfies
22 log LR~M2 6M0 ! w & x2~r2~n 1 nD 2 r!!+
The degrees of freedom is calculated in Johansen ~1996, Theorem 7+3!+ It would
also be relevant to formulate here the restriction that only b was partly known+
This model, however, can not be estimated by reduced rank regression, and the
analysis given subsequently would have to be modified+
In the following sections we derive a correction factor for the test of a sim-
ple hypothesis on b and r in each of the models M0, M1, and M2 and apply
these to derive a correction factor for the test of M1 in M0 and M2 in M0
using the following trick+
To test M1 in M0, say, we take parameters b0 5 Ht0 and r0 corresponding
to a parameter point in M1+ We define the concentrated likelihood function
L~b,r! and find the likelihood ratio test
LR~M16M0 ! 5
max
b5Ht,r
L~b,r!
max
b,r
L~b,r!
5
max
b5b0,r5r0
L~b,r!
max
b,r
L~b,r! @
max
b5b0,r5r0
L~b,r!
max
b5Ht,r
L~b,r!
5 LR~b 5 b0,r 5 r0 6M0 !0LR~b 5 b0,r 5 r0 6M1!,
such that
22 log LR~M16M0 !
5 22 log LR~b 5 b0,r 5 r0 6M0 ! 1 2 log LR~b 5 b0,r 5 r0 6M1!+
Hence we see that the correction for the test of M1 in M0 is the difference
between the corrections to two tests of simple hypotheses on b and r in M0
and M1+
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2.1. The Deterministic Terms
The correction will depend on the deterministic terms, and to get reasonably
simple expressions we assume that they satisfy the relation
dt1h 5 M hdt , h 5 + + + ,21,0,1, + + + (2)
for some matrix M with the property that
6eig~M !6 5 1+ (3)
Further we assume that
DDt 5 K 'dt (4)
for some ~nd 3 nD! matrix K+ Finally we assume that ~Dt ,dt !t51T are linearly
independent+ Thus we allow, for instance, dt' 5 ~1, t, t 2! and Dt 5 t 3, in which
case
M 5 1
1 0 0
1 1 0
1 2 12 , K 5 1
1
23
32
and M has eigenvalues equal to 1+ If s1, s2, and s3 are quarterly dummies we
can consider combinations such as dt' 5 ~1, t, s1~t !, s2~t !, s3~t !!+ In this case
we have s1~t 1 1! 5 s4~t ! 5 1 2 s1~t ! 2 s2~t ! 2 s3~t !, s2~t 1 1! 5 s1~t !, and
s3~t 1 1! 5 s2~t ! such that
M 5 1
1 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0
1 0 2 1 2 1 2 1
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
2 ,
which has eigenvalues 61, 6i+ Note that intervention dummies are not covered
by this formulation and will give rise to more complicated formulae+ The for-
mulation also allows, with minor modifications, the possibility that nD and nd
are zero+
LEMMA 1+ If Xt is I ~1! and given by equation ~1! and if ~2!, ~3!, and ~4!
hold, then E~b 'Xt21 1 r 'Dt ! and E~DXt ! are linear functions of dt +
Proof+ From Granger’s representation theorem ~see Johansen, 1996, Theo-
rem 4+2!, we find that because the process Xt is I ~1! it has the representation
Xt 5 C (
i51
t
~«i 1 Fdi ! 1 C~L!~«t 1 ar 'Dt 1 Fdt ! 1 A,
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where C~z! 5 (i50
` Ci z i, A depends on initial conditions, b 'A 5 0, and
C 5 b4~a4' Gb4 !21a4' +
Note that the condition that the process is I ~1! implies that 6a4' Gb46 Þ 0,
such that C is well defined+ It follows that
E~DXt ! 5 CFdt 1 C~L!~ar 'K ' 1 FD!dt
5 FCF 1 (
i50
`
Ci ~ar 'K 'M2i 1 F~M2i 2 M2i21 !!Gdt 5 EK 'dt ,
say+ Taking expectations in ~1! we find
EK 'dt 5 aE~b 'Xt21 1 r 'Dt ! 1 (
i51
k21
Gi EK 'M2idt 1 Fdt ,
which shows the result for E~b 'Xt21 1 r 'Dt !+ Note that the result that M h grows
at most as a polynomial in h ~see Lemma 9 in the Appendix!, shows that the
sums are convergent, because Ci are exponentially decreasing+ n
We next show how simple hypotheses on b and r in M0, M1, and M2 give
rise to regression equations that can be given the same formulation+ This al-
lows us to derive all the results from one general reduced rank regression
equation+
2.2. A Simple Hypothesis on b and r in M0
The model equation is given by ~1!, and we consider the hypothesis b 5 b0,r 5
r0, such that under the null hypothesis
DXt 5 a~b0 'Xt21 1 r0 'Dt ! 1 (
i51
k21
Gi DXt2i 1 Fdt 1 «t ,
which is easily estimated by regression of DXt on b0 'Xt21 1 r0 'Dt , lagged
differences, and dt +
It is convenient for the calculations to reparametrize the model by defining
new parameters and regressors that involve the true value+ In the rest of this
section we therefore need a notation for the true value of the parameters and
also for the parameters of the model+ We also need a notation for the estimator
under the null hypothesis and one for the estimator under the alternative+ Thus,
for instance, we let a denote the parameter, a0 the true value of the parameter,
for which we calculate the expectations, Ja the reduced rank estimator in the
model, and [a the regression estimator under the null hypothesis+
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We use the notation
C 5 ~G1, + + + ,Gk21!, G 5 In 2 (
i51
k21
Gi +
Note that
~In 2 CG!b4 5 ~In 2 b4~a4' Gb4 !21a4' G!b4 5 0,
such that for Nb 5 b~b 'b!21
~In 2 CG! 5 ~In 2 CG!~ Nbb ' 1 b4 Nb4' ! 5 ~In 2 CG! Nbb '+
We therefore decompose the process into stationary and nonstationary compo-
nents using the true values of the parameters:
Xt 5 ~In 2 C 0 G 0 ! Nb0b0 'Xt 1 C 0 G 0Xt +
It follows that
b 'Xt21 5 b '~In 2 C 0 G 0 ! Nb0b0 'Xt21 1 b 'b40~a40 'G 0b40!21a40 'G 0Xt21+ (5)
We define new parameters f and d 5 ~d1' ,d2' !' by
f ' 5 b '~In 2 C 0 G 0 ! Nb0 ~r 3 r!,
d1
' 5 b 'b4
0 ~r 3 ~n 2 r!!,
d2
' 5 r ' 2 b '~In 2 C 0 G 0 ! Nb0r0 ' ~r 3 nD !,
such that the old parameters in terms of the new are given by
b ' 5 d1
' ~a4
0 'G 0b4
0!21a4
0 'G 0 1 f 'b0 ', r ' 5 d2' 1 f 'r0 '+
The hypothesis b 5 b0, r 5 r0 is expressed in the new parameters as d 5 0
and f 5 Ir + Equation ~1! with the new parameters is
DXt 5 af '~b0 'Xt21 1 r0 'Dt ! 1 a~d1' ~a40 'G 0b40!21a40 'G 0Xt21 1 d2' Dt !
1 (
i51
k21
Gi DXt2i 1 Fdt 1 «t + (6)
We absorb f~r 3 r! into a~n 3 r! and adjust d accordingly+ The hypothesis of
interest is then d 5 0+
In the reduced rank regression ~6! we use the result that b0 'Xt21 1 r0 'Dt and
DXt have a mean that is linear in dt ~see Lemma 1!, and that F enters unrestrict-
edly, to replace the regressors b0 'Xt21 1 r0 'Dt and the lagged differences with
the stationary regressors
Vt21 5 b0 'Xt21 2 E0~b0 'Xt21!, (7)
Zt21 5 ~DXt21' 2 E0~DXt21' !, + + + ,DXt2k11' 2 E0~DXt2k11' !!'+ (8)
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We also want to replace the regressor ~a40 'G 0b40!21a40 'G 0Xt21 by something
simpler without changing the statistical model and hence the test that d 5 0+
We find by summing equation ~1! that
a4
' ~Xt 2 X0 ! 5 a4' (
i51
k21
Gi ~Xt2i 2 X2i ! 1 a4' (
i51
t
~«i 1 Fdi !+
By subtracting (i51
k21 a4
' Gi Xt on both sides and replacing t by t 2 1 we get
a4
' GXt21 5 a4' X0 1 a4' (
i51
k21
Gi ~Xt2i21 2 Xt21 2 X2i ! 1 a4' (
i51
t21
~«i 1 Fdi !+
Because we are correcting for lagged differences in regression ~6! we can re-
place ~a40 'G 0b40!21a40 'G 0Xt21 and Dt by the nonstationary regressor given by
the common trends extended by Dt :
At21 5 1A0 1 a40 ' (i51
t21
~«i 1 F
0di !
Dt
2 , (9)
where A0 depends on initial conditions+
Equation ~6! in the new variables and with suitably redefined parameters
becomes
D Xt
~n!
5 a Vt21
~r!
1 ad ' At21
~n 2 r 1 nD !
1 C Zt21
~~k 2 1!n!
1 F dt
~nd !
1 «t
~n!
, (10)
where the dimensions are indicated below each variable+ The estimators for the
parameters d, a, C, F, and V can be found by reduced rank regression of DXt
on ~Vt21' ,At21' ! corrected for Zt21 and dt + Under the hypothesis d 5 0 the pa-
rameters can be found by regression of DXt on Vt21, Zt21, and dt +
Later we choose At21 such that it is orthogonal to the deterministic term dt ,
which simplifies some notation+ Note that if Dt 5 0 then, of course, we do not
extend the process, and At21 is defined entirely in terms of the random walks
and initial values+ Note also that if dt contains a constant then, when correcting
for dt , the initial values disappear+
2.3. A Simple Hypothesis on b and r in Model M1
In model M1 the cointegrating vectors b are restricted as b 5 Ht~t~s 3 r!!,
and equation ~1! is
DXt 5 a~t 'H 'Xt21 1 r 'Dt ! 1 (
i51
k21
Gi DXt2i 1 Fdt 1 «t + (11)
We consider again the simple hypothesis b 5 Ht0, r 5 r0, corresponding to
a point in M1+ We want to show that by introducing the true parameters b0,
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r0, + + + as before we can reformulate the equations to have the form ~10!, such
that a test of a simple hypothesis is again a test that d 5 0+
We decompose the process Xt21 using the true value of the parameters and
find
b 'Xt21 5 t 'H '~In 2 C 0 G 0 ! Nb0b0 'Xt21 1 t 'H 'b40~a40 'G 0b40!21a40 'G 0Xt21+
In this case b0 5 Ht0 , which implies that b40 5 ~H4,H~H 'H !21t40! and hence
b 'b4
0 5 t 'H 'b40 5 t 't40~0~s2r!3~n2s! , Is2r !+
We introduce the new parameters f and d 5 ~d1' ,d2' !' by
f ' 5 t 'H '~In 2 C 0 G 0 ! Nb0 ~r 3 r!,
d1
' 5 t 't4
0 ~r 3 ~s 2 r!!,
d2
' 5 r ' 2 t 'H '~In 2 C 0 G 0 ! Nb0r0 ' ~r 3 nD !,
because then
t 'H 'Xt21 1 r 'Dt
5 f '~b0 'Xt21 1 r0 'Dt ! 1 d1' ~0~s2r!3~n2s! , Is2r !~a40 'G 0b40!21a40 'G 0Xt21
1 d2
' Dt +
The hypothesis is formulated as d 5 0 and f 5 Ir + We let Vt21and Zt21 be
defined by ~7! and ~8! and replace in this case the ~s 2 r!-dimensional non-
stationary regressor ~0~s2r!3~n2s! , Is2r !~a40 'G 0b40!21a40 'G 0Xt21 with s 2 r lin-
ear combinations K1 of the common trends extended by Dt :
At21 5 1K0 1 K1 a40 ' (i51
t21
~«i 1 F
0di !
Dt
2 (12)
for some matrices K0 ~~s 2 r! 3 1! depending on initial conditions and K1
~~s 2 r! 3 ~n 2 r!!+ Equation ~11! then becomes
DXt
~n!
5 a Vt21
~r!
1 ad ' At21
~s 2 r 1 nD !
1 C Zt21
~~k 2 1!n!
1 F dt
~nd !
1 «t
~n!
, (13)
where f ' is absorbed in a and the remaining parameters are adjusted accord-
ingly such that Zt21 and Vt21 also have mean zero+ The hypothesis of interest is
d 5 0, which corresponds to r 5 r0, b 5 b0 5 Ht0+
This equation has the same structure as ~10! except that the dimension of
At21 is changed to s 2 r 1 nD+
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2.4. A Simple Hypothesis on b and r in Model M2
We decompose a corresponding to b into a 5 ~a1,a2! and find that the rele-
vant part of ~1! is
a~b 'Xt21 1 r 'Dt ! 5 a1~b1' Xt21 1 r1' Dt ! 1 a2~b20 'Xt21 1 r20 'Dt !+
A simple hypothesis on b and r is formulated as b1 5 b10 , r1 5 r10 + Without
loss of generality we can choose b1 orthogonal to b20 and adjust r1 accordingly+
In this case we include the regressor ~b20 'Xt21 1 r20 'Dt ! with the lagged dif-
ferences Zt21 instead of with Vt21+ We then decompose the first component
b1
' Xt21 1 r1' Dt of the process as before:
b1
' Xt21 1 r1' Dt
5 b1
' ~In 2 C 0 G 0 ! Nb0b0 'Xt21 1 b1' b40~a40 'G 0b40!21a40 'G 0Xt21 1 r1' Dt +
Now define f 5 ~f1,f2! by
b1
' ~In 2 C 0 G 0 ! Nb0b0 'Xt21 5 ~f1' ,f2' !Sb10 'Xt21b20 'Xt21D5 f1' b10 'Xt21 1 f2' b20 'Xt21,
so that with At21 defined by ~9!
b1
' Xt21 1 r1' Dt 5 f1' ~b10 'Xt21 1 r10 'Dt ! 1 f2' ~b20 'Xt21 1 r20 'Dt ! 1 d 'At21,
where we have defined the new parameters f 5 ~f1' ,f2' !' and d 5 ~d1' ,d2' !' by
~f1
' ,f2' ! 5 b1' ~In 2 C 0 G 0 ! Nb0 ~r1 3 r1!,~r1 3 r2 !,
d1
' 5 b1
' b4
0 ~r1 3 ~n 2 r!!,
d2
' 5 r1
' 2 f1
' r1
0 ' 2 f2
' r2
0 ' ~r1 3 nD !+
Note that d 5 0 implies that b1 is proportional to b10 , because b1 is assumed
orthogonal to b20 + Hence ~f1,f2!' 5 ~b1' Nb10 ,0! such that the hypothesis of in-
terest in the new parameters is d 5 0 and f1 5 Ir1 + The equation becomes
D Xt
~n!
5 a1 Vt21
~r1!
1 a1 d
' At21
~n 2 r 1 nD !
1 C Zt21
~r2 1 ~k 2 1!n!
1 F dt
~nd !
1 «t
~n!
, (14)
where
Vt21 5 b10 'Xt21, (15)
Zt21 5 ~Xt21' b20 ,DXt21' , + + + ,DXt2k11' !', (16)
both corrected for their mean, and where again a1, C, and F have been re-
defined to absorb f1 and to accommodate the changed regressors+ It is seen
that equation ~14! is of the form ~10!, with a changed definition of Vt21 and
Zt21, because the assumed stationary combinations b20 'Xt21 2 E0~b20 'Xt21! are
moved to the lagged differences+ The hypothesis can be tested as d 5 0+
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Thus in a general formulation that covers all the hypotheses we are inter-
ested in, we need to allow the dimensions of the variables entering the equation
to be different from those given in ~10!+ But we still need to preserve the prop-
erties that under the null hypothesis the process Yt21 5 ~Vt21' , Zt21' !' is a mean
zero stationary autoregressive process and that Vt21 and d 'At21 have the factor
a ~or a1! in front+ All models ~10!, ~13!, and ~14! have the property that they
are estimated by reduced rank regression and that under the null hypothesis,
d 5 0, the models are estimated by simple regression+
3. A REDUCED RANK EQUATION AND SOME EXPANSIONS
To cover the different cases considered in Section 2, we discuss expansion and
Bartlett correction of the likelihood ratio test for the hypothesis d 5 0 in the
equation
DXt
~n!
5 j Vt21
~nv !
1 jd ' At21
~na !
1 C Zt21
~nz !
1 F dt
~nd !
1 «t
~n!
, (17)
where «t are i+i+d+ Nn~0,V! and the parameters ~j,d,C,F,V! vary freely+
This notation covers the different situations considered for suitable choices
of j and the regressors Vt21, At21, and Zt21 and their dimensions ~see Table 1!+
In all cases At21 is a function of Dt and j4' (i51
t21~«i 1 Fdi !, with j 5 a or a1+
The variables Vt21 and Zt21 are, under the hypothesis d 5 0, stationary with
mean zero+
Note that the stacked ~r 1 ~k 2 1!n!–dimensional process Yt 5 ~Vt' , Zt'!' is
the same for all cases and contains b'Xt and the lagged differences corrected
for their mean+
In the rest of the paper we refer to the true value, the one for which we
calculate the expectation, without the superscript because that simplifies the
notation+ We introduce some notation for the many product moments that are
Table 1. The choice of dimensions and j in the general regression
model ~17! that corresponds to the hypotheses discussed in Sec-
tion 2
Model nv na nz j
M0 r n 2 r 1 nD ~k 2 1!n a
M1 r s 2 r 1 nD ~k 2 1!n a
M2 r1 n 2 r 1 nD r2 1 ~k 2 1!n a1
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needed in the analysis of the expectation, but first we introduce the normalized
errors
Bt 5 ~j4' Vj4 !2102j4' «t , Ut 5 ~j 'V21j!2102j 'V21«t (18)
and define the product moment matrices M+ + for the variables DXt , Bt , «t , Ut ,
and dt at time t but Vt21, At21, and Zt21 lagged one period+ Thus, for instance,
(
t51
T 1
DXt
Vt21
«t
2 1
DXt
Vt21
«t
2
'
5 1
M00 M0v M0«
Mv0 Mvv Mv«
M«0 M«v M««
2 +
We also use the notation for any three process At21, Ut , and Vt21, say,
Muv+a 5 Muv 2 Mua Maa21 Mav ,
and in particular we use a notation for the moment matrices corrected for the
lagged differences Zt21 and dt , because many results look a bit simpler:
Suv 5 Muv+z,d 5 Muv 2 Mud Mdd21 Mdv 2 Muz+d Mzz+d21 Mzv+d +
These moment matrices are natural when the likelihood function is concen-
trated with respect to C and F+
The maximum likelihood estimators based upon ~17! will be denoted by Dd,
Dj, and EV+ The first order conditions for the estimators in model ~17! can be
solved for each of the variables as
Dj 5 ~S0v 1 S0a Dd!~Svv 1 Dd 'Sav 1 Sva Dd 1 Dd 'Saa Dd!21, (19)
EV 5 T 21~S00 2 Dj~Svv 1 Dd 'Sav 1 Sva Dd 1 Dd 'Saa Dd! Dj ' !, (20)
Dd 5 Saa21~Sa0 2 Sav Dj ' ! EV21 Dj~ Dj ' EV21 Dj!21+ (21)
Note that the equations cannot be solved simultaneously, because the estima-
tors are expressed in terms of each other+
Under the null hypothesis d 5 0, the estimators are denoted Zj and ZV:
Zj 5 S0vSvv21 5 j 1 S«vSvv21 ,
ZV 5 T 21~S00 2 S0vSvv21 Sv0 ! 5 T 21S««+v +
We next expand the estimators Dj, EV, and Dd, not around the parameter point
~j,V,0! but around the estimator under the null ~ Zj, ZV,0!+
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THEOREM 2+ The estimators Dj, EV, and Dd can be expanded around Zj, ZV,
and 0, respectively:
Dj 2 Zj 5 @S«a+v Dd 2 Zj Dd 'Saa Dd 2 Zj Dd 'Sav #Svv21 1 OP~T 22 !, (22)
~ ZV 2 EV! 5 T 21 ZVQ0 1 T 22 ZVQ1 1 OP~T 2502 !, (23)
ZVQ0 5 S«a+v Dd Zj ' 1 Zj Dd 'Sa«+v 2 Zj Dd 'Saa Dd Zj ',
ZVQ1 5 @S«a+v Dd 2 Zj Dd 'Sav 2 Zj Dd 'Saa Dd# ~T 21Svv !21
3 @ Dd 'Sa«+v 2 Sva Dd Zj ' 2 Dd 'Saa Dd Zj ' # ,
Dd 5 Saa21 Sa«+v ZV21 Zj~ Zj ' ZV21 Zj!21 1 OP~T 21Saa2102!+ (24)
The proof of Theorem 2 is given in the Appendix+ Notice that if nD 5 0, then
Saa [ OP~T 2!, but if Dt is in the model the order of magnitude depends on Dt +
Thus, we use Saa to indicate an order of magnitude, such that, for example, Dd [
OP~Saa2102!+
We conclude this section by giving the likelihood ratio test for d 5 0 in model
~17!+ We find
LR20T~d 5 0! 5
6 EV6
6 ZV6
5
6 ZV 2 ~ ZV 2 EV!6
6 ZV6
5 6In 2 ZV21~ ZV 2 EV!6
such that by expanding 22 log LR and applying ~23! we get
22 log LR 5 2T log 6In 2 ZV21~ ZV 2 EV!6
5
1 T tr $ ZV21~ ZV 2 EV!% 1
T
2
tr $~ ZV21~ ZV 2 EV!!2 %,
5
1
tr $Q0 % 1 T 21~ tr $Q1% 1
1
2
tr $Q02%!+ (25)
We have used the notation 5d to indicate that we have kept terms of the order
T 2d+
4. THE BARTLETT CORRECTION FACTOR
In this section we give the main result on the Bartlett correction+ We first dis-
cuss briefly the idea of conditioning on the common trends+ Then we calculate
some coefficients that are needed in the formulation of the main result+ Next
we give a stochastic expansion of 22 log LR, and finally we state the main
result on the Bartlett correction+ The result is specialized to the various situa-
tions covered by the general formulation as discussed in Section 2+
We choose first to calculate the expectation of the likelihood ratio test statis-
tic conditioning on the process j4' «t + The argument for this is that it is easier to
do so because many of the expressions derived involve ratios of quadratic forms
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and turn out to be possible to calculate, if we first condition on j4' «t + Another
argument is that the asymptotic distribution of Zb is mixed Gaussian, where the
mixing variable is just the limit of (i51t a4' «i , which are fixed when we condi-
tion on j4' «t + The end result is that the first order correction term in the condi-
tional mean does not depend on the conditioning variable, such that what we
find is also a correction term for the unconditional mean+
4.1. The Conditioning Variables
The processes At21 and Bt ~see ~9!, ~12!, and ~18!! are defined in terms of Dt ,
j4
' (i51
t21 «i , and j4' «t + It is convenient to orthogonalize At21 on the deterministic
terms dt such that in the following Mad 5 0+ Note that if dt contains a constant,
then At21 no longer depends on the initial values, but in any case the limit of
T 2102A@Tu# does not involve the initial values+
When we do not condition on j4' «t we have the following relations ~see
Chan and Wei, 1988!:
S(
t51
T
At21 At21' D21 (
t51
T
At21 At212k'
a+s+
& Ina , for all k, (26)
T 21 (
t51
T
Bt Bt2k'
a+s+
& Inb , if k 5 0, and 0 if k Þ 0, (27)
T 21 (
t51
T
Bt ~Bt2k' KBt2k !Bt'
a+s+
& tr $K %Inb , k Þ 0 (28)
for any nb 3 nb matrix K+ Finally we have the weak limit
Mba Maa21 Mab
w
& E
0
1
~dW !F 'SE
0
1
FF 'duD21E
0
1
F~dW !', (29)
where the Brownian motion W~u! is defined by
T 2102 (
t51
@Tu#
Bt 5 ~j4' Vj4 !2102j4' T 2102 (
t51
@Tu#
«t
w
& W~u!,
of dimension nb 5 n 2 nv+ The process F is defined as a linear transformation
of the limit of At21 ~see Johansen, 1996!+ If, for instance, j 5 a, dt 5 1, and
Dt 5 0 then
At21 5 a4' S(
i51
t21
«i 2 T 21 (
t51
T
(
i51
t21
«iD1 a4' F~t 2 +t !+
For t 5 a4' F ~Þ 0! we see that the univariate process t 'At21 is dominated by
the linear term, whereas the n 2 r 2 1–dimensional process t4' At21 has only
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the random walk components+ In this case F is of dimension nb 5 na 5 n 2 r
and is given by
Fi ~u! 5 Wi ~u! 2E
0
1
Wi ~u!du, i 5 1, + + + , na 2 1, Fna~u! 5 u 2
1
2
+
When conditioning on the sequence j4' «t we assume that relations ~26!–~28!
hold for the sequence we are fixing+ We keep the notation Mba Maa21 Mab be-
cause the terms involving this quantity cancel in the final result+
4.2. The Autoregressive Model
Before we formulate the main result we need some notation for the vector auto-
regressive process given in model ~1!, which is the basis for all the calcula-
tions+ Under the null hypothesis the model is estimated by ordinary least squares
of DXt on Vt21, Zt21, and dt , and we therefore introduce the stacked process
Yt 5 ~Xt'b,DXt' , + + + ,DXt2k12' !' corrected for its mean, that is, Yt 5 ~Vt' , Zt'!'+ It is
in all cases of dimension ny 5 nv 1 nz 5 r 1 ~k 2 1!n ~see Table 1! and is a
stationary autoregressive process given by the equation
Yt 5 PYt21 1 Q«t ,
where
P 5 1
Ir 1 b 'a b 'G1 J b 'Gk22 b 'Gk21
a G1 J Gk22 Gk21
0 In J 0 0
I I I I
0 0 J In 0
2 , Q 5 1
b '
In
0
I
0
2 + (30)
We find the representation
Yt 5 (
n50
`
P nQ«t2n 5 (
n50
`
~un Ut2n 1 cn Bt2n !,
where we have decomposed «t into the components Ut and Bt ~see ~18!! and
defined
un 5 P nQj~j 'V21j!2102, cn 5 P nQVj4~j4' Vj4 !2102+
We define the variance
S 5 Var~Yt ! 5 (
n50
`
~un un
' 1 cn cn
' ! 5 Suu 1 Scc , (31)
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say, and find
u 5 (
n50
`
un 5 ~Iny 2 P !
21Qj~j 'V21j!2102, (32)
c 5 (
n50
`
cn 5 ~Iny 2 P !
21QVj4~j4' Vj4 !2102+ (33)
From the definition of P and Q it follows that
~Iny 2 P !~Ir ,0r3~k21!n !
' 5 2Qa+
By multiplying by the matrix ~Ir1 ,0r13r2 !
' we find because a1 5 a~Ir1 ,0r13r2!
'
~Iny 2 P !~Ir1 ,0r13~r21~k21!n! !
' 5 2Qa1,
such that with j either a or a1 we have
~Iny 2 P !~Inv ,0nv3nz !
' 5 2Qj+
From ~32! we then get with kj 5 ~j 'V21j!2102 that
u 5 2~Inv ,0nv3nz !
'kj 5 2 Ikj , (34)
say+ Note that because Yt 5 ~Vt' , Zt'!' we get
Ikj' S21 Ikj 5 kj~Inv ,0nv3nz !S
21~Inv ,0nv3nz !
'kj 5 kj Svv+z
21 kj + (35)
4.3. The Main Results
We can finally state the main results+ We start in Theorem 3 with a stochastic
expansion of the likelihood ratio test for d 5 0, which forms the basis for the
calculation of the Bartlett correction factor in Theorem 4+ The proofs are left
for the Appendix, but we give here some corollaries to show explicitly how the
correction can be used for the tests mentioned in Section 2+ We first give the
assumptions that are needed for the results to hold+
Assumption 1+ We assume throughout that the process Xt given by ~1! is
I ~1!, that the deterministic terms satisfy ~2!–~4!, and that the conditioning vari-
ables j4' «t and j4' (i51
t «i satisfy ~26!–~28!+
THEOREM 3+ Under Assumption 1, an expansion of the log likelihood ratio
test for d 5 0 based upon ~17! is given by
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22 log LR~d 5 0!
5
1 T tr $Saa+b, v21 Sau+b, vSuu+b, v21 Sua+b, v % 1
1
2T
tr $~Sua Saa21 Sau !2 %
1 2T tr $Saa21 Sau+v,b kj Svv21 Svb Sbb21 Sba+v %
1 tr $kj Svv21 kj Sua Saa21 Sab Sba Saa21 Sau %
1 tr $Saa21 Sab SbvSvv21 kj2 Svv21 Svb Sba %
2 tr $Saa21 Sau kj Svv21 Svb SbvSvv21 kj Sua %
2 2 tr $Saa21 Sab SbvSvv21 kj SuvSvv21 kj Sua %+
The first two terms are the test statistic for d 5 0 if j were known ~see Jo-
hansen, 1999!, the next term is of the order OP~T 2102! but has expectation
O~T 21!, and the last four terms are of the order OP~T 21!+ The proof of Theo-
rem 3, based upon the expansions in Theorem 2, is given in the Appendix+
THEOREM 4+ Under Assumption 1, the conditional expectation given j4' «t
of the log likelihood ratio test for the hypothesis d 5 0 in ~17! is approximated
as
E @22 log LR~d 5 0!6j4' «# 5
1
nv na 1
nv na
T F 12 ~nv 1 na 1 1! 1 nd 1 n 1 nzG
1
na
T
@~n 2 nv 1 na 2 1!v~j! 1 2~c~j! 1 cd ~j!!#
where
v~j! 5 tr $Vj %, Vj 5 Ikj Ikj' S21,
c~j! 5 tr $P~Iny 1 P !
21Vj % 1 tr $@P J ~Iny 2 P !Vj # @Iny J Iny 2 P J P #
21 %,
cd ~j! 5 tr $@M J ~Iny 2 P !Vj # @Iny J Iny 2 M J P #
21 %+
Here Ikj is given by ~34!, P is given by ~30!, and M is defined in Section 2+1+
Note that the conditional expectation does not depend on the conditioning
variable and hence equals the expectation+ It will be seen from the proof that
the correction term is the one derived in the situation where j is known ~see
Johansen, 1999!, apart from a term equal to T 21na~n 2 nv!v~j!+ Note that the
coefficients v, c, and cd depend on the choice of j+ If j 5 a, then from ~35!
v~a! 5 tr $~a 'V21a!21 Sbb21%,
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with Sbb 5 Var~b 'Xt 6DXt , + + + ,DXt2k12!+ If, however, j 5 a1 then
v~a1! 5 tr $~a1' V21a1!21 Sb1 b1+b2
21 %,
with Sb1 b1+b2 5 Var~b1
' Xt 6b2' Xt ,DXt , + + + ,DXt2k12 !, corresponding to having
moved b2'Xt21 from Vt21 to Zt21+
The coefficient cd ~j! can be calculated simply in some cases, such as dt 5
~1, t !', because then tr $M h% 5 nd 5 2 for all h+ This means that
cd ~j! 5 tr $@M J ~Iny 2 P !Vj # @Iny J Iny 2 M J P #
21 %
5 (
v50
`
tr $@M J ~Iny 2 P !Vj # @M
v J P v #%
5 (
v50
`
tr $M v11 % tr $~Iny 2 P !Vj P
v % 5 nd tr $Vj % 5 nd v~j!+
Note that M can be replaced by M ' because only tr $M v11% enters the result+ If
dt contains seasonal dummies then tr $M h% is a periodic function and a more
complicated expression can be found+ To understand the parameter function Vj
that enters the expressions, note that the long-run variance of Yt conditional on
the common trends is given by uu ' 5 Ikj Ikj' ~see ~34!!+ Thus the matrix Vj 5
Ikj Ikj' S21 measures the “ratio” between the conditional long-run variance and
the unconditional variance of Yt +
We specialize the result to the hypotheses discussed in Section 2+
COROLLARY 5+ The Bartlett correction for the test of a simple hypothesis
b 5 b0, r 5 r0 in model M0, is given by
E @22 log LR~b 5 b0, r 5 r0 6M0 !#
5
1
r~n 2 r 1 nD ! 1
r~n 2 r 1 nD !
T F 12 ~n 1 nD 1 1! 1 nd 1 knG
1
~n 2 r 1 nD !
T
@~2~n 2 r! 1 nD 2 1!v~a! 1 2~c~a! 1 cd ~a!!# ,
where v~a!, c~a!, and cd ~a! are given in Theorem 4+
Proof+ This follows from Theorem 4 by substituting nv 5 r, na 5 n 2 r 1 nD,
nz 5 ~k 2 1!n, j 5 a ~see Table 1!+ n
COROLLARY 6+ The Bartlett correction factor for the test of M1 : b 5 Ht,
with H ~n 3 s!, is given by
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E @22 log LR~M16M0 !#0r~n 2 s!
5
1 1 1
1
T F 12 ~n 1 s 2 r 1 1 1 2nD ! 1 nd 1 knG
1
1
Tr
@~2n 1 s 2 3r 2 1 1 2nD !v~a! 1 2~c~a! 1 cd ~a!!# ,
where v~a!, c~a!, and cd ~a! are given in Theorem 4+
COROLLARY 7+ The Bartlett correction factor for the test of M2,
SbrD 5 SSb1r1D,Sb20r20DD,
where the matrix b20 ~n 3 r2! is of rank r2 and r20 is ~1 3 r2!, is given by
E @22 log LR~M2 6M0 !#0r2~n 2 r 1 nD !
5
1 1 1
1
T F 12 ~n 1 nD 1 1 2 r1! 1 nd 1 knG
1
1
Tr2
@~2~n 2 r! 1 nD 2 1!~v~a! 2 v~a1!! 2 r2 v~a1!#
1
2
Tr2
@~c~a! 2 c~a1! 1 cd ~a! 2 cd ~a1!!# ,
where the coefficients c~{!, cd ~{!, and v~{! are defined in Theorem 4+
The proofs of these corollaries follow from Theorem 4 by using the trick
explained in Section 2+
5. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
We report here some simple simulation experiments to illustrate the usefulness
of the correction+ We first give the result for the model with only one lag and
one cointegrating relation, because we get complete information on how the
correction works+ We then present a few results where the data generating pro-
cess ~DGP! has been chosen so as to match the results obtained for real data
analyzed elsewhere+ Throughout the number of simulations is 10,000+ When
calculating the Bartlett correction we assume that we know the lag length and
the cointegrating rank as given by the DGP, but we estimate the remaining pa-
rameters and hence the Bartlett factor+
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5.1. The Model with One Cointegrating Vector and One Lag
The model is
DXt 5 ab 'Xt21 1 «t +
We find the coefficients
Var~b 'Xt ! 5 S 5
b 'Vb
1 2 ~1 1 b 'a!2
, ka2 5 ~a 'V21a!21,
v~a! 5 Va 5 S21ka2 5 2
b 'a~2 1 b 'a!
a 'V21ab 'Vb
,
P 5 1 1 b 'a, c~a! 5 22
b 'a~1 1 b 'a!
a 'V21ab 'Vb
+
With this notation we find the following corollary from Corollary 5+
COROLLARY 8+ In the model DXt21 5 ab 'Xt21 1 «t with one cointegrat-
ing relation, the Bartlett correction factor for the hypothesis b 5 b0 is
E @22 log LR~b 5 b0 6M0 !#0~n 2 1!
5
1 1 1
1
2T
~3n 1 1! 2
1
T
b 'a
a 'V21ab 'Vb
3 @~2n 2 3!~2 1 b 'a! 1 4~1 1 b 'a!# +
It is seen that the parameters enter through two functions a 'b and
a 'V21ab 'Vb+ This result holds not only for the correction term but for the
distribution of the likelihood ratio statistic+ To see this we transform the prob-
lem linearly by defining FXt 5 v 'Xt , where v1 5 b~b 'Vb!2102,
v2 5 2~V21 2 b~b 'Vb!21b ' !a~a 'V21a 2 a 'b~b 'Vb!21b 'a!2102,
and finally v3, + + + , vn are such that
vi'Vvj 5 H1 i 5 j0 i Þ j , i, j 5 1, + + + , n+
The new variables satisfy the equations
D FX1t 5 h FX1t21 1 I«1t ,
D FX2 t 5 g FX1t21 1 I«2 t , (36)
D FXit 5 I«it , i 5 3, + + + , n,
where I«t 5 v '«t are i+i+d+ Nn~0, In! and
h 5 b 'a, g 5 2~a 'V21ab 'Vb 2 ~a 'b!2 !102,
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such that
v~a! 5 2
h~2 1 h!
g2 1 h2
, c~a! 5 22
h~1 1 h!
g2 1 h2
+
Thus any DGP given by ~a,b,V! is completely described by just two numbers
and can be transformed into the “canonical” form ~36! with b ' 5 ~1,0, + + + ,0!
and a ' 5 ~h,g,0, + + + ,0!+ It is therefore possible for a given n to tabulate the
effect of the Bartlett correction as a function of two variables g and h ~see
Table 2, where we give some results for T 5 50, n 5 2, and n 5 5!+ It is seen
that for n 5 2 a nominal 5% test can have an actual size up to 16% and that in
many cases ~roughly h 1 g , 2 0+2! the Bartlett correction factor gives a use-
ful correction+
Note that for g 5 0, both coefficients v~a! and c~a! have a factor h21, which
tends to infinity for small h+ The DGP where both g and h are zero corre-
sponds to no cointegration, and the test on b does not have a meaning in such a
situation+ The model with h 5 0, and g Þ 0, corresponds to a DGP generating
an I ~2! process, and the derivation of the correction factor is not valid in this
case+
For n 5 5 the situation is worse, and the actual size can be very large indeed+
The region where the Bartlett correction is useful is approximately given by
h 1 g , 2 0+4+ Obviously the situation improves if T increases+
Usually the test for b is preceded by a test for the rank, and if h and g are
sufficiently small the hypothesis of one cointegrating relation will not be ac-
cepted; thus for small values of g and h the Bartlett correction is not needed+
5.2. Some Real Life Examples
In the examples that follow, taken from Johansen ~1996!, we use as the DGP
the AR~2! model fitted to the real data+ We have left out the seasonal dummies
and started the process at the initial values for the data+
We first consider the Danish data consisting of the four variables mt ~ log
real M2!, yt ~log real income!, itb ~bond rate!, and itd ~deposit rate! observed
quarterly from 1974:1 to 1987:3+ We fitted a model with a restricted constant
term and simulated a time series with 53 observations, which was the number
of observations in the example+
We first give the result for a simple test on b, that is, that the coefficients
are those of the DGP+ The Bartlett factor in this case is given by Corollary 6,
because we have a hypothesis that involves b and not r+ We find with
n 5 4, r 5 1, s 5 1, nD 5 1, nd 5 0, k 5 2 that the degrees of freedom is
r~n 2 s! 5 3 and that
E @22 log LR~b 5 b0 6M0 !#03 51 1 1
23
2T
1
1
T
@7v~a! 1 2c~a!# +
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Table 2. Corrected size over the uncorrected size for a nominal 5% test ~T 5 50, r 5 1, and n 5 2 and 5!
n 5 2 n 5 5
g\h 20+1 20+2 20+4 20+8 20+1 20+2 20+4 20+8
0+0 1+3016+5 3+7012+2 4+708+6 5+206+8 0+02078+6 1+8064+6 6+8040+3 6+2017+6
20+1 3+8013+5 4+2011+0 4+808+7 4+907+0 1+7067+9 3+7059+2 7+0038+5 6+2017+5
20+2 5+4010+8 4+909+9 4+908+6 5+107+0 9+5044+9 7+4046+8 7+5034+1 6+1017+2
20+4 6+108+2 5+608+3 5+408+0 5+207+1 8+3020+0 7+8024+1 7+0023+6 6+0015+5
20+8 5+606+9 5+507+2 5+807+4 5+406+9 6+1011+5 6+0013+2 5+8013+9 5+6012+8
7
6
1
We find for a test of nominal size 5% an actual size of 20+7% and a corrected
size of 8+0%+
Another test of the form b 5 Ht is given by the matrix H:
H 5 1
1 0
21 0
0 1
0 21
2
with t ~2 3 1! corresponding to the test that mt and yt enter with the same
coefficient with opposite sign and that the same holds for itb and itd +
We find again from Corollary 6 with n 5 4, r 5 1, s 5 2, k 5 2, nD 5 1, nd 5
0 that the Bartlett factor is
E @22 log LR~M16M0 !#02 51 1 1
12
T
1
1
T
@8v~a! 1 2c~a!# +
We find that a nominal 5% test gives an actual size of 19+5%, whereas the size
for the corrected test is 8+9%+
As another example consider the data consisting of consumer price indices
for Australia, ptau , and the United States, ptus , and the exchange rate excht ~all in
logarithms! together with the five year treasury bond rate for both countries, itau
and itus + The data are observed quarterly from 1972:1 to 1991:1, which gives an
effective number of observations of 75+ We fitted a model with two lags and un-
restricted constant and found two cointegrating relations+ We first test a simple
hypothesis on the two cointegrating relations+ In this case we have n 5 5, r 5 2,
s 5 2, k 5 2, nD 5 0, nd 5 1, such that the degrees of freedom is r~n 2 s! 5 6+
Because dt 5 1, we find that
cd ~a! 5 nd v~a! 5 v~a!+
The Bartlett factor can be found from Corollary 6 and is given by
E @22 log LR~M16M0 !#06 51 1 1
14
T
1
1
2T
@7v~a! 1 2c~a!# +
We found that a nominal 5% test in reality corresponds to a size of 21%+ The
correction of the test gives a size of 6+3%+
Next consider the test for price homogeneity given by the restriction R 'b 5
0, where
R 5 ~1,1,0,0,0!
and H 5 R4+ In this example s 5 4 such that the degrees of freedom is r~n 2
s! 5 2+ We find the Bartlett factor from Corollary 6 given by
E @22 log LR~M16M0 !#02 51 1 1
15
T
1
1
2T
@9v~a! 1 2c~a!# +
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A nominal 5% test corresponds to a test of size 10+5%, and the Bartlett correc-
tion gives the size 3+4%+
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have derived a correction to the log likelihood ratio statistic
for various hypotheses on the cointegrating coefficients in a cointegrated vec-
tor autoregressive model+ The correction depends on the parameters under the
null hypothesis and on dimension, lag length, cointegrating rank, number of
restricted deterministic terms, and number of unrestricted terms+ The effect of
the parameters is summarized in two functions, which are easily calculated once
the parameters of the model have been estimated+
The usefulness of the results is demonstrated by some simulation experiments+
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APPENDIX
Some technical results+ The deterministic terms are modelled by the matrix M, which
enters in the proof of Lemma 1+ We there need the following result+
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LEMMA 9+ Under the assumptions ~2! and ~3! the powers M h grow at most as a
polynomial in h+
Proof. The matrix M has a Jordan form that is block diagonal with blocks of the
form
Jk~l! 5 lIk 1 J, Jij 5 1, i 5 j 1 1, Jij 5 0, i Þ j 1 1,
where l is an eigenvalue of M, assumed to satisfy 6l 6 5 1+ In the powers of J the sub-
diagonal moves down, and J k 5 0+ We find that the Jordan form for M h has the blocks
Jk~l!h 5 ~lIk 1 J !h 5 (
i50
k21ShiDlh2iJ i+
This is bounded by a polynomial of degree k 2 1 in h+ This proves that M h is bounded
by a polynomial of degree at most equal to the order ~minus one! of the largest Jordan
block in M+ Because M21 has eigenvalues Nl, the same result holds for negative powers
of M+ n
When regressing a stationary variable on deterministic terms dt , the order of magni-
tude of the product moments depends on dt + We formulate a result that is used in the
proof of Theorem 4+
LEMMA 10+ Let St 5 (i50
` ui «t2i with ui decreasing exponentially+ Let
g~h! 5 Cov~St ,St1h ! 5 (
i50
`
ui Vui1h
' +
Let dt satisfy dt11 5 Mdt , with 6eig~M !6 5 1; then
tr $E~Msd Mdd21 Mds !% r (
h52`
`
tr $M h % tr $g~h!%+ (A.1)
Proof.
tr $E~Msd Mdd21 Mds !% 5 trHE (
s, t51
T
(
i, j50
`
ui «t2i dt'Mdd21 ds «s2j' uj'J
5 (
i, j, t
tr $ui Vuj'% tr $dt'Mdd21 dt2i1j %
5 (
i, j
(
t51
T
tr $dt'Mdd21 dt M2i1j % tr $Vuj'ui %
r (
h52`
`
tr $M h % tr $g~h!%+ n
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Proof of Theorem 2 and some expansions of a projection matrix
Proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of (22). We expand ~19! and find with S0a 5 jSva 1 S«a, S0v 5 jSvv 1 S«v, and
Zj 2 j 5 S«vSvv21 that
Dj 5 Zj 1 @S0a Dd 2 Zj~ Dd 'Sav 1 Sva Dd 1 Dd 'Saa Dd!#Svv21 1 OP~T 22 !
5 Zj 1 @S«a+v Dd 2 Zj Dd 'Saa Dd 2 Zj Dd 'Sav #Svv21 1 OP~T 22 !,
where we have used the identity
S0a 2 ZjSva 5 S«a 2 ~ Zj 2 j!Sva 5 S«a 2 S«vSvv21 Sva 5 S«a+v + (A.2)
n
Proof of (23). From ~19! and ~20! we find
T EV 5 S00 2 ~S0v 1 S0a Dd!~Svv 1 Dd 'Sav 1 Sva Dd 1 Dd 'Saa Dd!21~Sv0 1 Dd 'Sa0 !+
We now expand the last term and keep terms of order T 21 + Throughout we use Zj 5
S0vSvv21 + Then
~S0v 1 S0a Dd!~Svv 1 Dd 'Sav 1 Sva Dd 1 Dd 'Saa Dd!21~Sv0 1 Dd 'Sa0 !
5
1
~S0v 1 S0a Dd!@Svv21 2 Svv21~ Dd 'Sav 1 Sva Dd 1 Dd 'Saa Dd!Svv21
1 Svv21 $~ Dd 'Sav 1 Sva Dd 1 Dd 'Saa Dd!Svv21%2 # ~Sv0 1 Dd 'Sa0 !
5 S0vSvv21 Sv0 1 Zj Dd 'Sa0 1 S0a Dd Zj ' 2 Zj~ Dd 'Sav 1 Sva Dd 1 Dd 'Saa Dd! Zj '
1 S0a DdSvv21 Dd 'Sa0 2 Zj~ Dd 'Sav 1 Sva Dd 1 Dd 'Saa Dd!Svv21 Dd 'S0a
2 Sa0 DdSvv21~ Dd 'Sav 1 Sva Dd 1 Dd 'Saa Dd! Zj '
1 Zj~ Dd 'Sav 1 Sva Dd 1 Dd 'Saa Dd!Svv21~ Dd 'Sav 1 Sva Dd 1 Dd 'Saa Dd! Zj '+
The main term combines with S00 to give T ZV 5 S00 2 S0vSvv21 Sv0 + The term of order T 0
is
Zj Dd 'Sa0 1 S0a Dd Zj ' 2 Zj~ Dd 'Sav 1 Sva Dd 1 Dd 'Saa Dd! Zj ' 5 Zj Dd 'Sa«+v 1 S«a+v Dd Zj ' 2 Zj Dd 'Saa Dd Zj ',
where we have used ~A+2!+ The term of order T 21 is
@S0a Dd 2 Zj~ Dd 'Sav 1 Sva Dd 1 Dd 'Saa Dd!#Svv21 @ Dd 'Sa0 2 ~ Dd 'Sav 1 Sva Dd 1 Dd 'Saa Dd! Zj ' #
5 @S«a+v Dd 2 Zj Dd 'Sav 2 Zj Dd 'Saa Dd#Svv21 @ Dd 'Sa«+v 2 Sva Dd Zj ' 2 Dd 'Saa Dd Zj ' # ,
where we again use ~A+2!+ n
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Proof of (24). Because Dj 2 Zj and EV 2 ZV are both in OP~T 21! and S0a Saa21 Sa0 [
OP~1!, we find from ~21! and ~A+2! that
Dd 5 Saa21~Sa0 2 Sav Zj ' ! ZV21 Zj~ Zj ' ZV21 Zj!21 1 OP~T 21Saa2102!
5 Saa21 Sa«+v ZV21 Zj~ Zj ' ZV21 Zj!21 1 OP~T 21Saa2102!+ n
This completes the proof of Theorem 2 on the expansion of the estimators+ n
The expansions can conveniently be expressed in terms of a projection matrix
ZP 5 P~ Zj, ZV! 5 Zj~ Zj ' ZV21 Zj!21 Zj ' ZV21 50 P 5 P~j,V!,
because from ~24!
Zj Dd ' 5 P~ Zj, ZV!S«a+vSaa21 1 OP~T 21Saa2102!+ (A.3)
Further we have
S«a+v 5 S«a 2 S«vSvv21 Sva 5 S«a 1 OP~T 102T 21Saa102! 5 S«a 1 OP~T 2102Saa102!,
and we find the intermediate results, where kj 5 ~j 'V21j!2102
Zj Dd 'Sav 5
0 Zj~ Zj ' ZV21 Zj!21 Zj ' ZV21S«a+vSaa21 Sav 5
0 PS«a Saa21 Sav
Zj Dd 'Saa Dd 5
0 PS«a Saa21 Sa«+v ZV21 Zj~ Zj ' ZV21 Zj!21 5
0 PS«a Saa21 Sau kj
S«a+v Dd 5
0 S«a Saa21 Sa«+v ZV21 Zj~ Zj ' ZV21 Zj!21 5
0 S«a Saa21 Sau kj , (A.4)
Zj Dd 'Sa«+v 5
0 PS«a Saa21 Sa«
Zj Dd 'Saa Dd Zj ' 5
0 PS«a Saa21 Sa« P '+
We next give an expansion of the projection matrix ZP, which will be used in the detailed
calculations that follow+ We define
OP~ Zj, ZV! 5 Zj4~ Zj4' ZV Zj4 !21 Zj4' 5 ZV21 2 ZV21 ZP~ Zj, ZV!+
Note that we only expand as a function of Zj but keep ZV+
LEMMA 11+ The expansion of P~ Zj, ZV! around the point ~j, ZV! is given by
P~ Zj, ZV! 51 P~j, ZV! 1 OP~j, ZV!~ Zj 2 j!~j ' ZV21j!21j ' ZV21
1 ZV21j~j ' ZV21j!21~ Zj 2 j!' OP~j, ZV!
1 OP~j, ZV!~ Zj 2 j!~j ' ZV21j!21~ Zj 2 j!' OP~j, ZV!
2 ZV21j~j ' ZV21j!21~ Zj 2 j!' OP~j, ZV!~ Zj 2 j!~j ' ZV21j!21j ' ZV21
2 ZV21j~j ' ZV21j!21~ Zj 2 j!' ZV21j~j ' ZV21j!21~ Zj 2 j!' OP~j, ZV!+
2 OP~j, ZV!~ Zj 2 j!~j ' ZV21j!21j ' ZV21~ Zj 2 j!~j ' ZV21j!21j ' ZV21+
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Proof. Let u 5 ZV2102j, such that j 5 ZV102u, and define v5 ZV2102~ Zj 2 j!, such that
~ Zj 2 j! 5 ZV102v+ Then
P~j, ZV! 5 j~j ' ZV21j!21j ' ZV21 5 ZV102u~u 'u!21u ' ZV2102 5 ZV102P0 ZV2102,
say, and
OP~j, ZV! 5 ZV21 2 ZV21P~j, ZV! 5 ZV21 2 ZV2102u~u 'u!21u ' ZV2102 5 ZV2102 OP0 ZV2102+
Then we find using Su 5 u~u 'u!21, such that Suu ' 5 P0
ZV2102P~ Zj, ZV! ZV102 5 ~u 1 v!@~u 1 v!'~u 1 v!#21~u 1 v!'
5 ~u 1 v!@u 'u 1 u 'v1 v 'u 1 v 'v#21~u 1 v!'
5 ~u 1 v!@~u 'u!21 2 ~u 'u!21~u 'v1 v 'u 1 v 'v!~u 'u!21
1 ~u 'u!21~u 'v1 v 'u!~u 'u!21~u 'v1 v 'u!~u 'u!21 #
3 ~u 1 v!' 1 O~6v63 !
5 P0 1 L1 1 L2 1 O~6v63 !+
The first order term is given by
L1 5 Suv ' 1 v Su ' 2 Su~u 'v1 v 'u! Su ' 5 Suv '~In 2 Suu ' ! 1 ~In 2 Suu ' !v Su '
5 Suv ' OP0 1 OP0 v Su '+
The quadratic term is
L2 5 2 Su~u 'v1 v 'u!~u 'u!21v ' 2 v~u 'u!21~u 'v1 v 'u! Su ' 1 v~u 'u!21v '
2 Suv 'v Su ' 1 Su~u 'v1 v 'u!~u 'u!21~u 'v1 v 'u! Su '
5 OP0 v~u 'u!21v ' OP0 2 Suv ' OP0 v Su ' 2 OP0 v Su 'v Su ' 2 Suv ' Suv ' OP0 +
When substituting u and v we find the result+ n
The last four terms of the expansion of P~ Zj, ZV! are of the order T 21 , and we
can simplify them by replacing ZV by V+ We use Ut 5 ~j 'V21j!2102j 'V21«t , Bt 5
~j4
' Vj4 !
2102j4
' «t , Zj 2 j 5 S«vSvv21 , kj 5 ~j 'V21j!2102, and Sv« OP~j,V!S«v 5 SvbSbv,
and we find the following corollary+
COROLLARY 12+ The expansion of P~ Zj, ZV! around the point ~j, ZV!, using Zj 2 j 5
S«vSvv21 , kj 5 ~j 'V21j!2102, and Sv« OP~j,V!S«v 5 SvbSbv, is given by
P~ Zj, ZV! 51 P~j, ZV! 1 OP~j, ZV!S«vSvv21~j ' ZV21j!21j ' ZV21
1 ZV21j~j ' ZV21j!21Svv21 Sv« OP~j, ZV!
1 j4~j4
' Vj4 !
2102SbvSvv21 kj2 Svv21 Svb~j4' Vj4 !2102j4'
2 V21j~j 'V21j!21Svv21 Svb SbvSvv21~j 'V21j!21j 'V21
2 V21j~j 'V21j!21Svv21 Svu kj Svv21 Svb~j4' Vj4 !2102j4'
2 j4~j4
' Vj4 !
2102SbvSvv21 kj SuvSvv21~j 'V21j!21j 'V21+
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Proof of Theorem 3
We start with ~25!:
22 log LR 51 tr $Q0 % 1 T 21~ tr $Q1% 1
1
2
tr $Q02%!
and evaluate each term starting with the ones that have a factor T 21 +
Calculation of tr $Q1%+ We find from Theorem 2 that
tr $Q1% 5 T tr $ ZV21 @S«a+v Dd 2 Zj Dd 'Sav 2 Zj Dd 'Saa Dd#Svv21 @ Dd 'Sa«+v 2 Sva Dd Zj ' 2 Dd 'Saa Dd Zj ' #%+
Because tr $Q1% is multiplied by T 21 we need only retain the main term in each of the
matrices+ The key quantities are calculated in ~A+4!, and we find
S«a+v Dd 2 Zj Dd 'Sav 2 Zj Dd 'Saa Dd 5
0
~In 2 P !S«a Saa21 Sau kj 2 PS«a Saa21 Sav,
such that with ZV replaced by V
tr $Q1% 50 T tr $kj Sua Saa21 Sa« V21~In 2 P !S«a Saa21 Sau kj Svv21
1 Sva Saa21 Sa« V21PS«a Saa21 SavSvv21%
5 T tr $kj Sua Saa21 Sab Sba Saa21 Sau kj Svv21%
1 T tr $Sva Saa21 Sau Sua Saa21 SavSvv21%, (A.5)
where the expression has been reduced using the properties of the projection matrix
P 'V21~In 2 P ! 5 0, P 'V21P 5 P 'V21
~In 2 P !'V21~In 2 P ! 5 V21~In 2 P ! 5 j4~j4' Vj4 !21j4'
and the identities ~see ~18! for the definition of Ut and Bt !
Sa« V21PS«a 5 Sa« V21j~j 'V21j!21j 'V21S«a 5 Sau Sua ,
Sa« V21~In 2 P !S«a 5 Sa« j4~j4' Vj4 !21j4' S«a 5 Sab Sba +
(A.6)
Calculation of tr $Q02 %+ We find from Theorem 2 that from ~A+4!
Q0 5 ZV21 @S«a+v Dd Zj ' 1 Zj Dd 'Sa«+v 2 Zj Dd 'Saa Dd Zj ' #
5
0
V21 @~In 2 P !S«a Saa21 Sa« P ' 1 PS«a Saa21 Sa« #
and hence
Q02 50 V21~In 2 P !S«a Saa21 Sa« V21PS«a Saa21 Sa«
1 V21PS«a Saa21 Sa« V21~In 2 P !S«a Saa21 Sa« P '
1 V21PS«a Saa21 Sa« V21PS«a Saa21 Sa« ,
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using P 'V21~In 2 P ! 5 0+ Hence again using ~A+6!,
2
1
2tr $Q02% 50 212tr $~Sua Saa21 Sau !2 % 1 tr $Sua Saa21 Sab Sba Saa21 Sau %+ (A.7)
The main term tr $Q0%+ This term is of the order of one, and hence we have to keep
more terms in the expansions+ From ~A+3! we find that Zj Dd ' is of the order of Saa2102 and
that
Zj Dd ' 5 ZPS«a+vSaa21 1 T 21 Zj Dd1' 1 oP~T 21Saa2102!,
for some Dd1 [ OP~Saa2102!, and hence
Zj Dd 'Sa«+v 5
1 ZPS«a+vSaa21 Sa«+v 1 T 21 Zj Dd1' Sa«+v +
We first want to show that the coefficient Dd1 does not play a role because of the way the
projection matrices enter, such that we can replace Zj Dd ' by ZPS«a+vSaa21 , introducing errors
of at most the order oP~T 21Saa2102! in the expression for Q0+ We find from
ZVQ0~ Dd Zj ' ! 5 S«a+v Dd Zj ' 1 Zj Dd 'Sa«+v 2 Zj Dd 'Saa Dd Zj '
that
ZV@Q0~ Zj Dd ' ! 2 Q0~ ZPS«a+vSaa21!#
5
1 T 21 @S«a+v Dd1 Zj ' 1 Zj Dd1' Sa«+v 2 Zj Dd1' Saa Saa21 Sa«+v ZP ' 2 ZPS«a+vSaa21 Saa Dd1 Zj ' #
5 T 21 @~In 2 ZP !S«a+v Dd1 Zj ' 1 Zj Dd1' Sa«+v~In 2 ZP !' # +
This term, however, does not give a contribution because
tr $ ZV21~In 2 ZP !S«a+v Dd1 Zj ' % 5 tr $ Zj ' ZV21~In 2 ZP !S«a+v Dd1%
and Zj ' ZV21~In 2 ZP ! 5 0+ In the following we therefore replace Dd Zj ' by Saa21 Sa«+v ZP ', and
we find
tr $Q0 % 51 tr $ ZV21S«a+vSaa21 Sa«+v ZP ' % 1 tr $ ZV21 ZPS«a+vSaa21 Sa«+v~I 2 ZP !' %
5 tr $ ZV21S«a+vSaa21 Sa«+v ZP ' %,
where we have used that ZP ' ZV21~In 2 ZP ! 5 0+
We next expand around j but keep ZV+ We find from Corollary 12, using the notation
OP~j, ZV! 5 j4~j4' ZVj4 !21j4' , that
tr $Q0 % 51 tr $Saa21 Sa«+v ZV21P~j, ZV!S«a+v %
1 2 tr $Saa21 Sa«+v OP~j, ZV!S«vSvv21~j ' ZV21j!21j ' ZV21S«a+v %
1 tr $Saa21 Sa«+vj4~j4' Vj4 !2102SbvSvv21 kj2 Svv21 Svb~j4' Vj4 !2102j4' S«a+v %
2 tr $Saa21 Sa«+vV21j~j 'V21j!21Svv21 Svb SbvSvv21~j 'V21j!21j 'V21S«a+v %
2 2 tr $Saa21 Sa«+vj4~j4' Vj4 !2102SbvSvv21 kj SuvSvv21~j 'V21j!21j 'V21S«a+v %
5 A1 1 A2 1 A3 1 A4 1 A5 +
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The last three terms are of the order T 21 and simplify using the relations
Sa«+vV21j~j 'V21j!21 5 Sau+vkj 5 Sau 1 OP~Saa102 T 2102 !,
Sa«+vj4~j4' Vj4 !2102 5 Sab+v 5 Sab 1 OP~Saa102 T 2102 !+
We find
A3 5
1
tr $Saa21 Sab SbvSvv21 kj2 Svv21 Svb Sba %,
A4 5
1
2tr $Saa21 Sau kj Svv21 Svb SbvSvv21 kj Sua %, (A.8)
A5 5
1
22 tr $Saa21 Sab SbvSvv21 kj SuvSvv21 kj Sua %+
We still need to simplify the first two terms, A1 and A2+ We introduce the definitions
L' 5 S~j 'V21j!2102j 'V21~j4' Vj4 !2102j4' D, L'«t 5SUtBtD,
and from ZV 5 T 21S««+v, we find
L' ZVL 5 T 21SSuu+v Sub+vSub+v Sbb+vD, Sa«+vL 5SSau+vSab+vD
such that
Sa«+v ZV21j 5 Sa«+vL~L' ZVL!21L'j
5 T ~Sau+v ,Sab+v !SSuu+v Sub+vSub+v Sbb+vD
21S~j 'V21j!1020 D
5 TSau+v,b Suu+v,b21 ~j 'V21j!102,
and
~j 'V21j!102~j ' ZV21j!21~j 'V21j!102
5 @~j 'V21j!2102j 'L~L' ZVL!21L'j~j 'V21j!2102 #21
5 T 21SSInu0 D'SSuu+v Sub+vSub+v Sbb+vD
21SInu0 DD21 5 T 21Suu+v,b ,
which combine to give
Sa«+v ZV21j~j ' ZV21j!21 5 Sau+v,b kj (A.9)
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and hence
A1 5 tr $Saa21 Sa«+v ZV21P~j, ZV!S«a+v %
5 tr $Saa21 @Sa«+v ZV21j# @~j ' ZV21j!21 # @j ' ZV21S«a+v #%
5 T tr $Saa21 Sau+v,b Suu+v,b21 Sua+v,b %+
Now we want to replace Saa21 by Saa+b, v21 and use the identity
Saa+b, v 5 Saa+b 2 Sav+b Svv+b21 Sva+b 5 Saa 2 Sab Sbb21 Sba 2 Sav+b Svv+b21 Sva+b
to find
Saa21 2 Saa+b, v21 5 Saa21 2 ~Saa 2 Sab Sbb21 Sba 2 Sav+b Svv+b21 Sva+b !21
5 2Saa21~Sab Sbb21 Sba 1 Sav+b Svv+b21 Sva+b !Saa21 1 OP~Saa21 T 22 !,
such that for A1 we find the main term T tr $Saa+b, v21 Sau+b, vSuu+b, v21 Sua+b, v %+
The last two terms are of the order of T 21 and can be simplified using
T 21Sbb ; Inb , Sav+b ; Sav, Sau+b, v ; Sau , T
21Suu+b, v ; Inu ,
T 21Svv+b ; T 21Svv,
and we find
A1 5
1 T tr $Saa+b, v21 Sau+b, vSuu+b, v21 Sua+b, v %
2 T 21 tr $Saa21 Sab Sba Saa21 Sau Sua % 2 tr $Saa21 SavSvv21 Sva Saa21 Sau Sua %+ (A.10)
To find A2 we note that Sa«+vj4 5 Sab+v~j4' Vj4 !102 and that
~j4
' Vj4 !
102~j4
' ZVj4 !21~j4' Vj4 !102 5 @~j4' Vj4 !2102j4' S««+vj4~j4' Vj4 !2102 #21
5 TSbb+v21 ,
which combine to give
Sa«+vj4~j4' ZVj4 !21j4' S«v 5 TSab+vSbb+v21 Sbv+ (A.11)
We then find
A2 5
1 2 tr $Saa21 Sa«+vj4~j4' ZVj4 !21j4' S«vSvv21~j ' ZV21j!21j ' ZV21S«a+v %
5 2T tr $Saa21 Sab+vSbb+v21 SbvSvv21 kj Sua+v,b %,
using ~A+9! and ~A+11!+ Again we can use the relation T 21Sbb+v 5 T 21Sbb 1 OP~T 21! to
simplify so that we get
A2 5
1 2T tr $Saa21 Sab+vSbb21 SbvSvv21 kj Sua+v,b %+ (A.12)
Inserting the expressions ~A+5!, ~A+7!, ~A+8!, ~A+10!, and ~A+11! into the expression
for the likelihood ratio test ~25! we find the expression in Theorem 3+ Note that two
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terms from A1, as given in ~A+10!, cancel a term in the expression for Q1 ~A+5! and one
in the expression for Q02 ~A+7!+
This completes the proof of the representation of the likelihood ratio test statistic
given in Theorem 3+ n
Proof of Theorem 4
Throughout we need the following result from the multivariate normal distribution+
LEMMA 13+ Let X and Y be multivariate normally distributed with mean zero and
covariance matrix S J V, that is,
E @l1' Xl2 l3' Yl4 # 5 l1' Sl3 l2' Vl4 +
Then, for A and B of suitable dimensions, we have
E @XAY ' # 5 S tr $VA' %, E @XBY # 5 SB 'V+
Proof. We let A 5 (i51
n m i ni
' , such that
E @m'XAY 'n# 5 (
i51
n
E @m'Xm i n 'Yni # 5 m'Sn (
i51
n
m i
'Vni 5 m
'Sn tr $VA' %+
Next let B 5 (i51
n hi ji
' ; then
E @m'XBYn# 5 (
i51
n
E @m'Xhi ji'Yn# 5 (
i51
n
m'Sji hi
'Vn 5 m'SB 'Vn+ n
We also need the calculation given in the following lemma+
LEMMA 14+ Let St 5 (i50
` si Ut2i and Ht 5 (i50
` hi Ut2i , where si and hi are coef-
ficient matrices that decrease exponentially fast+ Let ft and gt be sequences of vectors;
then
E @l1' Mfs l2 l3' Mgh l4 # 5 l1' EF (
t, s, i, j
ft Ut2i' si'l2 l3' gs Us2j' hj'l4G
5 (
i, j, t
l1
' ft gt2i1j l3 l2' si hj'l4 + (A.13)
For suitable choices of coefficients we can obtain results about product moments such
as Mau, Mby, etc+ Subsequently we indicate by Ej4 @ + + + # the conditional expectation and
leave out the conditioning variables j4' «t + Notice that when we condition on j4' «t the
processes At21 and Bt are fixed and denoted by at21 and bt + This also holds in the case
of ~14!, where we condition on a24' «t rather than a4' «t +
To systematize the calculations in the proof of Theorem 4 we define some linear
functions
Nij 5 Mii2102~Mij 2 Ej4~Mij !!, i 5 a,b,d, j 5 u, y, mbT 5 Ej4~Mby !
and some quadratic functions
Qyy 5 T 2102~Myy 2 TS!, Qyu 5 T 2102Myu +
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LEMMA 15+ Under Assumption 1, and conditional on j4' «, it holds that all the lin-
ear and quadratic functions, N+ + and Q+ +, are asymptotically normally distributed with
mean zero. The linear functions are asymptotically independent ~a.i.! of the quadratic
functions. Moreover we find that Nby is a.i. of ~Nau, Nbu, Nay, Ndu! and Nau is a.i. of Nyd.
Subsequently we give some results that are needed in the proof of Theorem 4+
Varj4~Nau ! 5
0 Ina J Inu , (A.14)
Covj4~Nau ,Nay ! 5
0 Ina J u
', (A.15)
Ej4 @Nya Nau # 5
0
na u, (A.16)
Varj4~Nby ! 5
0 Inb J Suu , (A.17)
T 21mbT' AmbT 5
0
tr $A%Scc , (A.18)
Ej4 @Myy # 5
0
S, (A.19)
T 21Ej4 @Myb Mby # 5
0
nb S, (A.20)
T 21Ej4 @Mby S
21 Ikj Ikj' S21Myb # 5
0 Inb tr $ Ikj
' S21 Ikj% (A.21)
Proof. It follows from the central limit theorem that all variables are asymptotically
normal+ We shall prove the remaining statements by calculating variances and covari-
ances, using Lemmas 13 and 14+
We find immediately the result ~A+14!, because Mau is Gaussian with mean zero and
variance Maa J Inu + To prove ~A+15! we find from Lemma 14 with ft 5 gt 5 at21,St 5
Ut ,Ht 5 Yt21
Cov~l1' Nau l2 ,l3' Nay l4 ! 5 (
i
l1
' Maa2102 (
t
at21 at1i
' Maa2102 l3 l2' ui'l4
5
0
l1
' l3 l2
' u 'l4 , (A.22)
where we have used ~26!+ Relation ~A+16! follows from ~A+15! and Lemma 13+
To prove ~A+17! we use Lemma 14 with ft 5 gt 5 bt and St 5 Ht 5 Yt21:
Varj4 @l1
' Nby l2 # 5 (
i, j
l1
' Mbb2102 (
t
bt bt2i1j' Mbb2102 l1 tr $l2' uj ui'l2 %
5
0
l1
' Inb l1 l2
' Suu l2 +
Here we used ~27! and Suu 5 (i ui ui' ~see ~31!!+ The statement ~A+18! follows from ~28!
because
T 21mbT' AmbT 5 T 21 (
t, s, i, j
cj bs2j21 bs'Abt bt2i21' ci' 5
0
(
i
tr $A%ci ci' 5 tr $A%Scc +
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To prove ~A+19! we use Lemma 13, ~27!, and ~31! and find
T 21Ej4 @Myy # 5 T
21 (
t, i, j
ui Ej4 @Ut2i21 Ut2j21
' #uj
' 1 (
t, i, j
ci bt2i21 bt2j21' cj'
5
0
(
i
ui ui
' 1 (
i
ci ci
' 5 S+
Relation ~A+20! follows from Lemma 13, ~A+17! and ~A+18! and
T 21Ej4 @Myb Mby # 5 T
21Ej4 @Nyb Mbb Nby # 1 T
21mbT
' mbT
5
0 T 21 Suu tr $Mbb % 1 tr $Inb %Scc 5
0
nb S+
The result ~A+21! follows from ~A+17!, ~A+18!, and Lemma 13+
To complete the proof we need to show that some covariances are zero+ The basic
calculation is given in Lemma 14+ We find that
Covj4 @l1
' Mdd2102 Mdu l2 ,l3' Mbb2102 Mby l4 #
5 (
t, i
l1
' Mdd2102 dt bt1i11' Mbb2102 l3 l2' ui'l4 ,
Covj4 @l1
' Maa2102 Mau l2 ,l3' Mbb2102 Mby l4 #
5 (
t, i
l1
' Maa2102 at21 bt1i11' Mbb2102 l3 l2' ui'l4 ,
Covj4 @l1
' Mbb2102 Mbu l2 ,l3' Mbb2102 Mby l4 #
5 (
t, i
l1
' Mbb2102 bt bt1i11' Mbb2102 l3 l2' ui'l4 ,
Covj4 @l1
' Maa2102 May l2 ,l3' Mbb2102 Mby l4 #
5 (
t, i
l1
' Maa2102 at21 bt2i1j' Mbb2102 l3 l4' uj ui'l2
are all O~T 2102! because of the factor Mbb2102 , and
Covj4 @l1
' Maa2102 Mau l2 ,l3' Mdd2102 Mdy l4 #
5 (
t, i
l1
' Maa2102 at21 dt2i1j' Mdd2102 l3 l4' uj ui'l2 5 0,
because
(
t
at21 dt2i1j' 5 (
t
at21 dt'M2i1j 5 0,
as at21 has been orthogonalized on dt + Finally we need the result that the linear vari-
ables are asymptotically uncorrelated with the quadratic variables+ This follows from
the fact that the Gaussian distribution has third moment zero+ n
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Proof of Theorem 4. We use the result of Theorem 3 in the form
E @22 log LR 6j4' «# 5
1 K1 1 T 21~K2 1 K3 1 K4 1 K5 1 K6 1 K7 !
and evaluate each in turn+
The Main Terms K1 1 T21K2+ We have
K1 1 T 21K2 5 TEj4 @tr $Sau+v,b Suu+v,b
21 Sua+v,b Saa+v,b21 % 1 212T 21 tr $~Sau Sua Saa21!2 %# +
This is the correction term given in Johansen ~1999! based upon the regression equation
Nj 'DXt
~nv !
5 v j4
' DXt
~n 2 nv !
1 ~f ',~ Nj ' 2 vj4' !C! ~Vt21' ,Zt21' !'
~nv 1 nz !
1 d ' At21
~na !
1 Nj 'F dt
~nd !
1 I«t
~nv !
for the test that d 5 0, when j is known ~ Nj 5 j~j 'j!21!+ Note that just as j4' (i51t21 «i
enters as a regressor in At21, one can check that j4' DXt can be replaced by Bt 5
~j4
' Vj4 !
2102j4
' «t , because ~17! shows that j4' DXt is a linear function of Bt , and
~Zt21,dt !, which are corrected for in the regression+ The result given there states that
K1 1 T 21K2 5
1
nv na 1
nv na
T F 12 ~nv 1 na 1 1! 1 ~nd 1 nz 1 n!G
1
na
T
@~na 2 1!v~j! 1 2~c~j! 1 cd ~j!!# ,
with the coefficients v~j!, c~j!, and cd ~j! given in Theorem 4+
The rest of the proof of Theorem 4 deals with the problem of showing that
K3 1 K4 1 K5 1 K6 1 K7 5
0
v~j!na~n 2 nv !+
We first consider the terms K4,K5,K6, and K7+ Because they have a factor of T 21, we
only need to consider the main terms+
The Term K4 5 TEj4 [tr {kj Svv21 kj Sua Saa21 Sab Sba Saa21 Sau}] . We reintroduce the
product moments M+ + and find T 21Svv 5 T 21Mvv+z , d , which converges toward
Var~Vt216Zt21! 5 Svv+z, say+ We find Sua Saa21 Sab 5 Mua+z,d Maa+z,d21 Mab+z,d where the
highest order term is Mua Maa21 Mab , and we find from ~A+14! and Lemma 13 that
K4 5
0 Ej4 @tr $kj Svv+z
21 kj Mua Maa21 Mab Mba Maa21 Mau %#
5 Ej4 @tr $kj Svv+z
21 kj Nua Maa2102 Mab Mba Maa2102 Nau #
5 tr $kj Svv+z21 kj% tr $Mab Mba Maa21%+ (A.23)
The Term K5 5 TEj4 [tr {Sba Saa21 Sab Sbv Svv21 kj2 Svv21 Svb}] . We replace Sba Saa21 Sab 5
Mba+z,d Maa+z,d21 Mab+z,d by Mba Maa21 Mab + We next consider kjSvv21Svb + Because Yt 5
~Vt' , Zt'!', we have the identity
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~Inv ,0nv3nz !Myy+d
21 Myb+d
5 ~Inv ,0nv3nz !SMvv+d Mvz+dMzv+d Mzz+dD
21SMvb+dMzb+dD
5 Mvv+z,d21 Mvb+z,d 5 Svv21 Svb + (A.24)
Thus
kj Svv21 Svb 5 kj~Inv ,0nv3nz !Myy+d
21 Myb+d 5 Ikj' Myy+d21 Myb+d
~see ~34!!+ We find that T 21Myy+d converges toward Var ~Yt ! 5 S ~see ~A+19!!, such
that we can replace kj Svv21 Svb by T 21 Ikj' S21Myb because Myb+d 5 Myb 1 OP~1!+ We find
from ~A+21! that
K5 5
0 T 21Ej4 @tr $Mba Maa
21 Mab Mby S21 Ikj Ikj' S21Myb %#
5
0
tr $Mba Maa21 Mab % tr $ Ikj' S21 Ikj%+ (A.25)
The Term K6 5 2TEj4 [tr {Sua Saa21 Sau kj Svv21 Svb Sbv Svv21 kj}] . We replace Sau 5
Mau+z,d by Mau, and from ~A+24! we have that Svv21 Svb can be replaced by
T 21~Iny ,0nv3nz !S
21Myb + We find because Ej4 @Nua Nau # 5 na Inu ~see ~A+14! and Lemma
13! and T 21Ej4 @Myb Mby # 5
0
nbS ~see ~A+20!!, that because Nau and Nby are asymptoti-
cally independent we get
K6 5
0
2T 21Ej4 @tr $Mua Maa
21 Mau Ikj' S21Myb Mby S21 Ikj%
5
0
2T 21 tr $Ej4 @Nua Nau # Ikj
' S21Ej4 @Myb Mby #S
21 Ikj%
5
0
2na nb tr $ Ikj' S21 Ikj%+ (A.26)
The Term K7 5 22TEj4 [tr {Sba Saa21 Sau kj Svv21 Svu kj Svv21 Svb}] . We find as before
that we can use ~A+24! to replace kj Svv21 Svb by T 21 Ikj' S21Myb and by a similar argu-
ment kjSvv21Svu by T 21 Ikj' S21Myu and find
K7 5
0
22T 21Ej4 @tr $Mba Maa
21 Mau Ikj' S21Myu Ikj' S21Myb %# 5
0 0, (A.27)
as ~Nau,Nyu! and Nby are independent asymptotically+
The Term K3 5 2T2Ej4 [tr {Sba.v Saa21 Sau.b,v kj Svv21 Svb Sbb21}] . The stochastic vari-
able is of the order T 102 , and we need some more care, but it turns out to have an
expectation that is of the order of a constant+ We can replace a matrix by another, only if
the relative error is OP~T 21!+ We want to replace Saa by Maa and expand as follows:
Saa 5 Maa+z,d 5 Maa+d 2 Maz+d Mzz+d21 Mza+d 5 Maa 2 Maz Mzz+d21 Mza ,
because Mad 5 0+ Thus Maa21~Saa 2 Maa! [ OP~T 21!+ Similarly we find
Sbb 5 Mbb+z,d 5 Mbb+d 2 Mbz+d Mzz+d21 Mzb+d 5 Mbb 2 OP~1!
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and Mbb21~Sbb 2 Mbb! [ OP~T 21!, such that we can replace Sbb and Saa by Mbb and Maa+
Next we expand using Mad 5 0:
Sau+v,b 5 Mau 2 Mab Mbb+d21 Mbu+d 2 May+b,d Myy+b,d21 Myu+b,d , (A.28)
Sba+v 5 Mba+y,d 5 Mba 2 Mby+d Myy+d21 Mya , (A.29)
T 21Myy+d 5 ~S 2 ~S 2 T 21Myy+d !!21 5
2
1
2
S21 1 S21~S 2 T 21Myy !S21+ (A.30)
We insert from ~A+24! kj Svv21 Svb 5 Ikj' Myy+d21 Myb+d and use ~A+28–A+30! to find
2T 2Sba+vSaa21 Sau+v,b kj Svv21 Svb Sbb21
5
0 2T 2Mba+y,d Maa21 Mau+y,b,d Ikj' Myy+d21 Myb+d Mbb21
5
0 2TMba Maa21 Mau Ikj' S21Myb+d Mbb21
2 2T 21Mby S21Mya Maa21 Mau Ikj' S21Myb 2 2T 21Mba Maa21 Mab Mbu+d Ikj' S21Myb
2 2T 21Mba Maa21 May S21Myu Ikj' S21Myb
1 2Mba Maa21 Mau Ikj' S21~S 2 T 21Myy !S21Myb ,
where T 21Mbb has been replaced by Inb in the last four terms, because they are of the
order of a constant+ In this way K3 is split into five terms:
K3 5 K31 1 K32 1 K33 1 K34 1 K35 +
This gives a number of contributions, which we investigate one by one+ The term K31 is
found from
K31 5 2TEj4 @tr $Mba Maa
21 Mau Ikj' S21Myb+d Mbb21%#
5
0 2TEj4 @tr $Mba Maa
21 Mau Ikj' S21Myb Mbb21%#
2 2TEj4 @tr $Mba Maa
21 Mau Ikj' S21Myd Mdd21 Mdb Mbb21%# +
The first term is of the order T 102, so asymptotic considerations are not enough and we
calculate the mean directly+ We find
Ej4 @Maa
2102 Mau Ikj' S21Myb # 5 Ej4 @Maa
2102 (
s, t, i
at21 Ut' Ikj' S21ui Us2i21 bs'#
5 (
t, i
Maa2102 at21 bt1i11' tr $ Ikj' S21ui %
5
0
2Maa2102 Mab tr $ Ikj' S21 Ikj%,
because u 5 2 Ikj ~see ~32! and ~34!!+ The second term is zero, because it is of the order
of a constant, and Nau and Nyd are asymptotically independent+ Thus we find
K31 5
0
22 tr $ Ikj' S21 Ikj% tr $Mba Maa21 Mab %+ (A.31)
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The term K32 is of the order of a constant, and we can apply Lemma 15 and find the
two contributions using the fact that Nau and Nay are independent of Nby+ We get that
Ej4 @Nya Nau # 5
0
nau 5 2na Ikj ~see ~A+16!! and T 21Ej4 @Myb Mby # 5
0
nbS ~see ~A+20!!,
such that
K32 5 22T 21Ej4 @tr $S
21Mya Maa21 Mau Ikj' S21Myb Mby %#
5
0
22T 21 tr $S21Ej4 @Nya Nau # Ikj
' S21Ej4 @Myb Mby #%
5
0
22nb na tr $S21u Ikj' S21 S% 5 2nb na tr $ Ikj' S21 Ikj%+ (A.32)
The term K33 is zero because Nbu and Ndu are asymptotically independent of Nyb+ The
term K34 is also zero because ~Nay,Nby! are asymptotically independent of Myu; finally
the term K35 is zero because ~Nau ,Nby! is asymptotically independent of Nyy ~see
Lemma 15!+
Hence the contribution from K3 is found from ~A+32! and ~A+31!:
K3 5
0 2~na nb 2 tr $Mba Maa21 Mab %!tr~kj Svv+z21 kj%+ (A.33)
This completes the calculations, and it remains to compare ~A+33! with ~A+23! and
~A+25!–~A+27!, which gives
K3 1 K4 1 K5 1 K6 1 K7 5
0
na nb tr~kj Svv+z21 kj%+
This completes the proof of Theorem 4+ n
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